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ASUS TUF Gaming TR120 ARGB Reverse Fan - Triple Pack
Computer case 12 cm Black

Brand : ASUS Product code: 90DA00D0-B09020

Product name : TUF Gaming TR120 ARGB Reverse Fan
- Triple Pack

TUF Gaming TR120 ARGB Reverse blade chassis fan features high static pressure and airflow
performance with personalized lighting patterns

ASUS TUF Gaming TR120 ARGB Reverse Fan - Triple Pack Computer case 12 cm Black:

TUF GAMING TR120 ARGB REVERSE
This case fan stands out with its extra-thick 28mm fan frame, and it is meticulously crafted to provide
optimal static pressure and airflow, ensuring heightened cooling performance. Its double-layered LED
array and flexible side patterns, synchronized through Aura Sync, are tailor-made for your panoramic
chassis or radiators. TUF Gaming TR120 ARGB Reverse offers dual colors and orientations, giving you the
versatility to master both cooling efficiency and style for your gaming rigs.
ASUS TUF Gaming TR120 ARGB Reverse Fan - Triple Pack. Type: Fan, Fan diameter: 12 cm, Bearing type:
Hydraulic. Product colour: Black

Performance

Suitable location * Computer case
Type * Fan
Fan diameter 12 cm
Pulse-width modulation (PWM)
support
Bearing type Hydraulic
Fan speed (min) 1800 RPM
Fan speed (max) 2200 RPM
Fan static pressure 2.75 mmH2O

Design

Product colour * Black
Number of fans 3 fan(s)
Illumination LED

Design

Number of LEDs 16
Illumination colour Multi

Weight & dimensions

Weight 515 g
Fan dimensions (W x D x H) 120 x 120 x 28 mm
Package width 172 mm
Package depth 125 mm
Package height 90 mm
Package weight 695 g

Packaging content

Package type Hanging box

Other features

Fan performance 76.3 cfm
Noise level 29 dB
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